
TOMCAT Model 100 CDT 
100 mm Drum-style Gravity-Feed Chippers 
The Model 100CDT will outperform any competitive product in it’s size range. Currently the 
smallest wood chipper in our range. A simple & lightweight design with minimal maintenance 
makes this chipper is a must have for every small holding, nursery or landscaper. Easy to 
move around. The narrow design allows it to get through narrow gates and into back gardens 
which makes it very popular amongst garden service companies. A swivel discharge chute 
allows the operator to change the direction of the chip discharge. Low maintenance costs. 

 Application :  

 Domestic Use 
 Alien Clearing 
 Firewood Waste 

Series  Features 

 Gravity Feed 
 Drum Style Chipper 
 Swivel Discharge Chute 

 
 4-Sided Anvil 
 Double Sided Blades 
 Powerful Discharge 

 
 Belt driven 
 Easy to operate & maintain 
 Chip deflector 

 
100mm & 150mmDrum-style Gravity-Feed Chippers 

 CHIPPER CAPACITY THROAT OPENING IN-FEED HOPPER WEIGHT L X W X H ENGINE CAPACITY 

100 CDT 100mm 175mm X 120mm 500mm X 300mm 215Kg 1.6 X 1.2 X 1.2 13Hp Yamaha Petrol 

150 CDP 150mm 270mm X 170mm 1000mm X 600mm 450Kg 1.5 X 1.1 X 2.2 PTO:  25Hp - 45Hp 

150 CDE 150mm 270mm X 170mm 1000mm X 600mm 600Kg 2.4 X 1.6 X 2.2 13Hp Yamaha Petrol 

TOMCAT MODEL 150 CDP      
150mm Drum-style Gravity-Feed Chippers 
Our only PTO-driven Gravity-Feed unit in our range. A large in-feed opening allows this unit to pull 
material with small side branches in with ease. A swivel discharge chute & chip deflector allows the 
operator to control the direction of the chip discharge. A re-enforced anvil area allows this machine 
to chip tough material such as sawmill waste. Very easy to  operate and extremely low maintenance 
costs. A PTO-shaft is included with the unit and the well positioned connection points makes it quick 
to connect to the tractor. A Heavy Duty unit with an even wider In-feed opening is also available for 
material with more side-branches.  

TOMCAT MODEL 150 CDE 
150 mm Drum-style Gravity-Feed Chippers 
Popular for its large drum, wide  in-feed opening, re-enforced anvil area and the conven-
ience of the SABS Approved Roadworthy trailer. Easy to hook behind your vehicle and 
move around on site. Low maintenance costs and very easy to operate. Spare wheel and a 
toolbox is fitted standard on this unit to minimize downtime in the field. A swivel discharge 
chute & chip deflector allows the operator to control the direction of the chip discharge. A 
Heavy Duty unit with a wider In-feed opening is also available on request. 


